
Another way to optimize your VILT is to make use of the time before and 
after the session. You need to pique your learners’ interest beforehand. 
You can do so by sending a video to show what‘s to come or assigning a 
reading to be completed before a VILT session. 
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In most VILT platforms, you cannot add polls and breakout activities 
after you begin presenting. Make sure you set them up beforehand and 
label them in a way that’s easy to understand so they’re ready to roll as 
you start presenting.

Program Your Polls And Breakout Activities Beforehand

Ideally, you’ll have more than one small group activity in your VILT; 
be sure to switch up how the groups are divided to help the session 
feel dynamic.

Add Variety To Your VILT Small Groups

A good rule of thumb is to cap a session at 24 participants. That’s 
about as large a class size as you’ll want while still being able to divide 
participants into groups evenly. Plus, if you follow the tip above and add 
variety to the small groups, 24 participants give you multiple options.

Keep The Class Size Small

Prioritize the most crucial content upfront. Make sure you identify your 
most valuable information and dive into it at the start. Don't leave it for 
last because you may not get to it.

Prioritize The Most Important Content Early 

Pursuing a game show format empowers learners to participate in a way 
they may already be familiar with. And the best part is that it’s easy (and 
in many cases free) to set up! There are existing templates for games like 
Jeopardy, Wheel of Fortune, Family Feud, and many more.

Consider Game Show Formats For High Engagement

Use Pre- And Post-Session Time Wisely

Prior to a session, you’ll want to turn off video for participants when in 
the large group to avoid distractions. On some platforms, you can 
enable video for participants only when they’re in their small groups for 
the breakout activities, which leverages the power of video without sac-
rificing the effectiveness of your VILT.

Turn Off Video For The Big Group

Having a designated producer online frees you up to focus on 
presenting the information. Producers can monitor the questions 
coming from learners, capture what goes on the whiteboard, and 
help transition between presentation mode and activities. 

Have A Designated Producer Or Panelist


